










































































































































































































































Support of bereaved families in Great East Japan Earthquake
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Abstract
The “Great East Japan Earthquake” occurred in northeastern area of Japan on March 11, 2012. The number
of people who lost the family is estimated at approximately 100,000. The care for the bereaved families is one
of the important themes in this disaster.
We have the bereave support group that have the meeting that they are hearing and talking about their
bereavement experience by the disaster and story on grief, daily life and family and so on. We noticed some
characteristic psychology such as denial , anger , hatred in the grief counseling or activity.
The children more than 1,600 lost a parent and more than 200 lost both. The grief support of the child in is
necessary continuously for many years in particular. (Med Health Sci Res TIU 4: 73–77 / Accepted 1 Mar,
2013)
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